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Lesson plan 

Strict and absolute liability 
offences 
Craig Beauman 

This lesson plan will help encourage students to lead a session through flipped learning by exploring 
and analysing a point of law for AS or A2. 

Activity 
Students should get into four groups. Allocate each group one of the tasks to complete before the 
class. Each task must be understood by each group but only the group it is allocated to will carry out 
the task. 

Task 1: summarising the law 
Students in this group should answer the following questions: 

1 What is meant by ‘absolute liability’? 

2 ‘Strict liability offences are those that do not require mens rea as to one or more parts of the actus 
reus’. What does this statement mean? 

3 Using examples, state the two main sources of strict liability.  

4 Discuss three arguments that strict liability offences are fair. 

5 Discuss three arguments that strict liability offences are unfair. 

Extension activity 
6 Explain the importance of a presumption of mens rea in criminal offences and how this conflicts with 
crimes of strict liability 

7 Explain why, according to Gammon (HK) Ltd v A-G of Hong Kong, this presumption may be rebutted 
and in what circumstances. 

8 Discuss what is meant by the defence of ‘due diligence’. 
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Task 2: summarising the cases 
Students in this group should complete the following table. The first case has been completed already. 

Case Name Summary of facts Area of importance in 
strict liability 

Ratio decidendi 

Callow v Tillstone 
(1900) 

Butcher offered unfit 
meat for sale and was 
convicted. 

Person will have no 
excuse no matter how 
careful they were.  

Even although the 
meat had been 
passed fit by a vet, 
this was irrelevant.  

Lemon and Gay News 
(1979)  

 

 

  

Harrow LBC v Shah & 
Shah (1999)  

 

 

  

Sweet v Parsley (1970)  

 

  

B v DPP (2000)    

Sherras v De Rutzen 
(1895) 

 

 

  

Gammon (HK) Ltd v A-
G of Hong Kong (1985) 

 

 

  

Pharmaceutical 
Society of Great Britain 
v Storkwain Ltd (1986)  

 

 

  

Alphacell Ltd v. 
Woodward (1972) 

 

 

  

Tesco v Nattrass 
(1972) 

   

Kumar (2004)  
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Task 3: scenario 
Students in this group should discuss the following scenario and make notes on their thoughts: 

Barry runs a ‘pirate’ radio station playing his favourite music from his bedroom. He does not have a 
licence to operate. However, the wavelength he broadcasts on interferes with the local ambulance 
service’s radios and frequently they miss 999 calls as a result. The police raid his house and seize all 
of his radio equipment. While they are in the house they notice an antique rifle on his wall that Barry 
says is deactivated. He shows the police a note from the seller, a well-known specialist antique dealer, 
saying that it is deactivated. This later proves to be false and the gun is in perfect working order. He 
does not have a licence for the rifle. While Barry is waiting for his trial Parliament passes the (fictional) 
Possession of Antique Firearms Act. The Act says: ‘It is not an offence to possess an antique 
firearm without a licence provided it has been certified as deactivated by a reputable person even if 
the certification later proves to be false’. 

Discuss Barry’s criminal liability, including possible strict liability. Consider Barry’s liability before and 
after the passing of the Act for the potential firearms offence. 

Task 4: essay 
Students in this group should discuss the validity of the following statement and make notes on their 
thoughts: 

Crimes of strict liability are necessary in today’s society. Their aim is to ensure high standards of 
behaviour, to protect the public and to guard against dangerous activities. Therefore it is only right that 
the prosecution does not have to worry about proving mens rea.  
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Lesson planning grid 
The big picture Students are researching a new topic on strict liability. This is to be used in an 

essay or to help answer a scenario-type question.  

Objectives LO1: for students to develop an understanding of the contrast between strict 
and absolute liability offences. 

LO2: for students to analyse the common law offences and contrast with the 
more ‘modern’ statutory offences. To understand their importance in allowing 
society to function, together with its limitations. 

LO3: to enable students to identify offences of strict liability. 

LO4: for students to be able to apply the law to a given scenario and conclude 
liability. 

AfL LO: for students to achieve their individual targets on this topic on their 
differentiated tracking sheets. 

Engagement Complete a wall display — timeline. 

Complete a wall display — advantages and disadvantages. 

Add to the class exemplar folder. 

One-to-one demos. 

Stickability 5–10 key points on strict liability. 

8–10 key cases on strict liability. 

ILAC or IDEA method of tackling scenario question. 

Attainment for 
learning 

Use individual tracking sheet for strict liability. 

Students should know their minimum target grade and their aspiration grade 
and how to bridge the gap. 
Tackle the question: ‘Strict liability offences are simply interference in our lives. 
We should never be convicted of an offence without first having a guilty mind. 
Discuss.’ 

Learning 
episodes 

Task 1: demonstration/discussion (teacher led) — what have we found out?  

Task 2: demonstration/discussion (student led) — what is the law’s response to 
situations? 

Task 3 demonstration/discussion (teacher led) — what does our research tell us 
about Barry’s situation? 

Task 4: demonstration/discussion (student led) — what is the students’ 
response to the statement? 

Differentiation Support students: 

Grade A*/A, C/D and E/U — add to exemplar folder on topic. 
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Absenteeism/reluctance to engage etc. 

Male/female attitudes to parts of strict liability. 

Refer to individual target sheets. 

Tasks within tasks (e.g. engagement through unforeseen questions or points 
raised). 

This resource is part of A-LEVEL LAW REVIEW, a magazine written for A-level students by subject 
experts. To subscribe to the full magazine go to www.hoddereducation.co.uk/lawreview 


